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Methodology

 20 play-testers

 Friends and family

 8 active computers

 Mouse

 Headphones

 Collecting telemetry

 Survey after completing the game

 45 minute sessions



About the Play-

testers



How often do you play video games?

 Most play-testers played between 6-10 

hours a week

 There were three testers that don’t 

really play video games and will be 

referred to as Non-Gamers
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What types of games do you like to 

play?

 Looking for Horror and Adventure fans 

as our target market

 Only 4 horror fans

 18 adventure fans

 Only 1 horror fan that isn’t an 

adventure fan

 Total of 19 target market respondents
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Quantitative 

feedback



Did you read the journals?

 Almost every player read the journals 

in the game

 The person who didn’t was not in our 

target market
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Did you understand the narrative?

 Only includes people who read the 

journals

 Even after reading the journals, many 

players didn’t think they understood 

the narrative
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The music adequately matched the tone 

and gameplay (Non-Gamers removed)

 Non-Gamers removed because they 

have no frame of reference for 

matching tone and gameplay

 Most people thought the music fit the 

atmosphere
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The sound effects matched the tone 

and gameplay (Non-Gamers removed)

 Non-Gamers removed because they 

have no frame of reference for 

matching tone and gameplay

 Most people thought the sound 

effects fit the atmosphere
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The environment was spooky and 

interesting

 The majority of players fall in the 

somewhat agree – agree range
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The world felt immersive

 Again, many players felt immersed in 

the world while they were playing
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Qualitative 

Feedback



If you think you understand the narrative, 

can you describe it in one to two sentences?

 13 people answered this question

 Question a little unclear

 A few people were able to sniff out a 

general sense of what we were trying 

to get across

 Other responses were too vague

 Would have been better if we had 

everyone answer this regardless of 

whether they thought they 

understood
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If the world didn’t feel immersive, 

why?

 Not enough audio cues, particularly on door illuminations

 Caroline was way too stiff, and the cloth physics just drew more attention 

to that

 “A lot of the rooms felt "maze like", rather than a real space”

 “There were a few bugs, but once those get worked out it'll be good.”

 The journals didn't give me enough context to form a story, but weren't 

vague enough that I could make my own. Since the monster is never 

mentioned or addressed it (the monster) feels out of place in the world. 



If you didn’t finish the game, why?

 “It was too scary to continue playing”

 “others were there to play”

 “I'm a weanie don't play horror games - only watch them played!“

 “My eyes just got tired.” (Non-Gamer)

 “Bagman kept getting stuck in the doors”

 “not quite enough time”

 “Kept getting lost in the dark ;)” (Non-Gamer)



Did you ever feel confused about 

what to do? If so, where/when?

 4x Disoriented in the dark / unclear where they were

 2x Didn't understand what they were doing illuminating the door

 Unable to exit tutorial to level 1 due to bug

 "I had no clue to go to the bed."

 "Did not understand why the girl and the monster was in the game. No back 
story"

 Confused at first by relationship between paintings and objects. Got the point 
at the second canvas

 Unsure whether to fight bagman using light or continue through the story

 Confused when object reset after death



Did you ever feel frustrated by 

anything? If so, where/when?
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Did it ever feel like something was 

missing? If so, where/when? 

 4x Some back-story/context

 2x Movement controls at the beginning

 2x Missing textures

 Journals looked readable but weren’t

 Bagman not much of a threat

 Final journal to tie everything together

 A map

 A way to get away from the demons

 Continuity in the order of the journals



Is there any other feedback you have 

about the game? 

 Catching Bagman is interesting, wishes 

there was more

 Menus need fixing

 Lantern regeneration is too easy

 Volume ranged too much between 

different levels

 Bagman felt cheap

 Bagman was not much of a threat

 Needs backstory

 More story. A tutorial would be nice

 Unclear what journals to read

 Aiming reticle for dropping

 Wish Caroline could move faster

 Movement is too sluggish

 Narrative is missing. Hallway upstairs 

was missed because it’s dark and in a 

corner. Bug with bagman at the 

ending


